
Songs for Kids to Sing: Free Audio Available
for Progressive Young Beginners
Music is a powerful tool that can be used to educate, entertain, and inspire
children. Singing songs is a great way for kids to learn new words, develop
their language skills, and explore their creativity. It can also be a lot of fun!

If you're looking for some great songs to sing with your kids, you're in luck.
There are many free resources available online, including websites, apps,
and YouTube videos.
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Websites

Kidsongs is a website that features a large collection of free children's
songs. The songs are organized by topic, so you can easily find ones
that are appropriate for your child's age and interests.
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Super Simple Learning offers a variety of free children's songs,
including nursery rhymes, folk songs, and original songs. The songs
are accompanied by simple animations and lyrics, making them easy
for kids to follow along.

Have Fun Teaching provides lyrics for a wide range of children's
songs, including popular songs, nursery rhymes, and folk songs. The
lyrics are easy to read and follow, and you can even print them out if
you want.

Apps

Super Simple Songs Kids is an app that features a large collection of
free children's songs. The songs are accompanied by simple
animations and lyrics, making them easy for kids to follow along.

PlayKids is an app that offers a variety of children's songs, including
nursery rhymes, folk songs, and original songs. The songs are
accompanied by interactive games and activities, making them even
more fun for kids.

Coci Song: Kids Songs and Nursery Rhymes is an app that features a
large collection of free children's songs, including nursery rhymes, folk
songs, and original songs. The songs are accompanied by beautiful
illustrations and simple lyrics, making them easy for kids to follow
along.

YouTube Videos

BabyBus is a YouTube channel that features a large collection of free
children's songs. The songs are accompanied by simple animations
and lyrics, making them easy for kids to follow along.



Little Baby Bum is a YouTube channel that features a variety of free
children's songs, including nursery rhymes, folk songs, and original
songs. The songs are accompanied by colorful animations and simple
lyrics, making them easy for kids to follow along.

Cocomelon is a YouTube channel that features a variety of free
children's songs, including nursery rhymes, folk songs, and original
songs. The songs are accompanied by engaging animations and
simple lyrics, making them easy for kids to follow along.

Tips for Singing Songs with Kids

* **Start with simple songs.** Choose songs that have easy-to-follow
melodies and lyrics. As your child gets older, you can introduce more
complex songs. * **Sing with expression.** Don't be afraid to change up
your voice and gestures when you're singing. This will help to make the
songs more engaging for your child. * **Make it a group activity.** Invite
your child to sing along with you, or even to create their own songs. This is
a great way to bond with your child and encourage their creativity. * **Don't
be afraid to make mistakes.** Singing is supposed to be fun! If you make a
mistake, just laugh it off and keep singing. Your child will love to see you
having fun.

Singing songs with your kids is a wonderful way to create memories and
bond as a family. So put on some music and start singing!
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